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ABSTRACT : The invcnton separation effect of tht free jet structure was found in 1966 

ot Society. In tht Downstream Sampling Configuration patented by Camporgue (1967), 

the light fraction is withdrawn from the supersonic central core, by skimming the 

separating free jet. From experimental and theoretical results obtained for gas and 

botopfe mixtures, tht following points linked to operation and equipment costs, are 

considered : system description ; Influence of moss ratio, expansion ratio, nature 

of separating gas, ratio of upflow to separating jet flow, rarefaction. From an uninte

resting aspect of the Jet Membrane (elimination of background penetration), a new 

principle has been discovered to produce nozzle beams which may be of great Interest 

for other separation processes Involving free jets and/or molecular beams. 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

This paper dcobwtthon nwotlon soporotlow effect through o free {of 

structure, found In 1946 at Sac by and toad a» it» bat» for an Initial Franeh potent 

on tbo séparation of got molecules of different i w n (Cnmpnrguo, 1967a). H ope

rates fay Hwalfrereieial penetration of a o^ botopfc mixture Into tht structure of 

iroo |or. war in* noxf soverai yam», iwo «rampanaon* imvaicpmeni» trrancv ana 

U.S.A.) were punood and deserved from 1969 forth. The results obtained a» Sac lay 

wore at first summarized In two shrrt notes (Comporguo, 1969 o and b) on background 

penetration and background penoftatlon separation, respectively, and then reported 

and discussed In detail In The Journal of Chemical Physios (Comporgue, 1970 a) . 

Muntz, Homel and Mogufcre (1969) publbhed a paper on a simple explanation of the 

observations that they made while using electron beam fluorescence to study free jet 

characterhtics. Further electron boom date wore presented at the Pisa Rarefied Gas 

Dynamics Symposium by Muntz and Meguire (1970) and Sharafurdlnov (1970). Muntz, 

Hamel end Scott (1971) published a semr-quantltatfve expfanotion of Campargue's 

measurements (1970) based on the simple model presented in the earlier publication 

by Muntz, Hamel end Moguire (1969). A formal theory of the phenomena was recently 

given by brook and Homel (1972) and freak, Hamel and Munrx (1972). In their latest 

development, Muntz and Hamel (1974) proposed to replace the downstream sampling 

configuration CD,S.C.») used In France (Fig. 9) and patented by Compergue (1967 o) 

by on upstream semolina configuration or *U.S ,C. Jet Membrane11 used by Deglow 

(1974). The two versioni of the proccm era opporentry faosed on the some invasion 

separation effect. Finally, extemfve experimental and theeratkal work on rented 

phénomène m binary gas mixture free fete, beg Inning in 1970, has been carried out 

In the Soviet Union. This has been reviewed by ftebrov (1974), 
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Th» go* dynamic feotures of the Jet Mossbron» wero reviewed by Munrx 

and Hemel (1974)ondinfoiirl t» GosaoutDiffusion, Centrifugeand laser IVoeessas, 

at th» 9Hi iaraftad Go» Dynamics Symposium, Gatttogen, Germany. Exeerhwnlal 

andtheoreticalresultsworeobopresentedanddiscussedbyMunht, Homeland 

Coaipergue, ota workshopsupported b/ N.S.F. and E.R.D.A. organized b/ Sandta 

laboratories inAfcuqueraue, U . S > . (saeTouryonotal., 1975). Th» Ranch studios 

ont»* liMwlooS^onitkmProca» ww«abo«*ntlon«latHi» Intenwtlonol Conference 

on Itardum botope Sepoiation, London, March, 1975(rVéjocque*etal., 1975). 

Flnelty ail th» experimental and ttiearetfcal results on invasion sapaiatlon, obtained 

In Fiance and In H* U.S.A., including «.wapaiboni of ft» Jot Membrane to Mass 

Diffusion and Gasaous Diffusion, war» asod to write th» Station IV of th» review 

orticlo : "C*. Aerodynamic Saparotlon Msthodi" prosontod at tho 1st European Nuclear 

Conference, Parb, April, 1975, by Comparai* and eo-authars (1975 b). Thb paper b 

published In Englbh In th» Proceedings of tho Coaforanoo a» part of th» ,|^oaroisJn 

Nuclear Energy 50700" by Percomon Prow, Oxford, Now York ond Parb, and In 

French In "Entropie", Editions Barthoyo, Pari». 

Th» following description of tht soporation process will b» devoted only to 

th» investigations modo In Bane» by skimming tho fro» jot (downstream sampling) 

•ithsr on background Invasion (puro gases) or background invasion soporation (gas or 

botople mixture*). Th» result» obtained In th» U.S.A. or» th» subjects of two other 

VK I lecture»concerning th» theory (Homol) and th» upstream sampling experiment 

(Munti) of th» Jot Membrane. 

II - DIFFICULTIES IN INVESTIGATING THE AERODYNAMIC 

SEPARATION PROCESSES, DUE TO COMPETING EFFECTS 

Until about 197D, many contradictions seamed to exbt In th» various oxpo-

rlmental findings on »»p»ratlon phenomena In gas mixture free jets, Theopporent 

inconsbtency in these experiments wo» due to tho simuhoneou» occurrence of thro» 

«operation effect» Induced by th» fat, th» probe and th» background invasion, as 

dbcuaed in detail by Compergw» (1970). Tho Hf separation inrtielry suggested by 

Dbos In Oxford, during World Wer 2 (Tohovrdln, 194o), b new undorstood fhonk» to 



the theoretical «orb far Zlgon <1?6», Shstmen (1965) end JMsbemt (1964, 1968). ft 

k bmesl ana barorffflutkm effect obb to produco o pcoftlvo ssewolbn, |.m. on 

«iJmmomont of tho heavy mobcub cowfHUoth» b the oxbl portion of the ft— jot. 

The theoretical result» obtain* by S»i«ii«n (1965) for binary iiibchrtt (Fig. 1), tev« 

In fact b»m verified ot small distance fro» tto i*os*b threat, by ebctron beam f W 

v^lksfttbn(Rethc, 1966) or by « sampling method wttieh avoids probe offee». I.e. 

perfectskimming (Abuof a to l . , 1967 ; Cassformje, 1967b). 

However a decrease of the upwnllon factor bod» to deviation» from those 

theoretical predbtbm (F%. 1) and W M to « i evened sesmmvbn occurring rabtively 

far from tht nesatb «wot. Thfc oxbl «^tehmera b lfa>twspeel« ht» bee*obssrved 

b several bboratarb». Stem, Wbbrmontind Sfeebk (I960) attributed ft to shook 

phonomono. On the basil of purely empirical eorrebtlon, Rob and Fan» (1963) con

ducted that ths rVbch disk con sometimes account for thb negative affect. Finally, 

by using on auxllfary pas {ot, Camporgue (1967 a , 1969 b, 1970) Identified tho 

reversed separation os tayoston soppjotbw or differential penetration of rim background 

gas Into th» structure of tht fro» {et. Thvs, the gontfol fom of tht oxporbmntol curvos 

(Fig. 1) con be oxpblned by moom of two composing effect» Induced by tho {ot ( • ) 

and the background invasion ( - ) . When the noxxb Reynolds number » high enough 

(R * V 10 3), the jet separation b negligible and a pure invasion effect Is present 

and can be observed (by skimming or by electron beam technique) oown to the point 

where the Moch disk disturbance occurs (Comporgus, 1973). 

The possibilities of observing either pure {ot separation (at small distance 

from the nozxle threat) or pure Invasion separation ( % * ^ 1 0 1 require» the absence 

of any probe Influence. As pointed eu» by Sherman (1969) In his bydrodynomlcol 

theory of diffus Km separation ans! substantiated experlmenblly mainly by Rothe (1966), 

only relatively small amounts of separation art to he ejmected from the boredlffuston 

within the {ot. Also Rob and Fenn (1964) and Chang (1967) hove shown that, under 

certain circumstances, there bo greater leporatbn ( + ) Induced by the sompllng 

probe Itself then by the fot diffusion. They attributed thb phenomenon to odetoched 
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PERFECT SKIMMING (Attached shock) PROBE INDUCED SEPARATION (Detachedshock) 
or ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUE 

Fig. 1 - Separation due to three compe
ting effects induced by : jet, background 
invasion and Mac h disk. 
(Taken from Campargue and co-authors 
(1975 b), original figure number 1). 

Fig. 2 - Separation due to four competing 
effects induced by : jet, bow shock, inva
sion and Mac h disk. 
(Taken from Campargue and co-authors 
(1975 b), original figure number 2). 

bow shock in front of the probe. It seems that the same effect was also present in the 

early experiments performed at Karlsruhe (Becker et a I . , 1955, 1957) and at the 

University of California in Berkeley (Chow, 1959). Thus, a positive probe induced 

separation occurring in sampling supersonic free jets, can be considerably higher than 

the classical effect due to the jet. Therefore, it is easy to investigate the pure irt-
M. 3 

fluence of the probe, with a negligible jet separation (R *^£ 10 ) . Nevertheless, at 

relatively large distance from the nozzle throat, the invasion effect appears to be 
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able to reduce the positive separation and even to reverse it (Fig. 2) . Finally, the 

Mac h disk interaction is present. The Separation Probe is the subject of another paper 

(Campargue, 1976). 

In addition to the above mentioned difficulties, for studying aerodynamic 

enrichment method:, other disturbances can result from viscous effects, freezing 

phenomena and condensation in gas or isotopic mixtures, as they are expanded in 

free jet*. 

Hi - INVESTIGATIONS O N DOWNSTREAM SAMPLING 

CONFIGURATION JET MEMBRANE, IN FRANCE 

A - Early fundamental experiments performed by skimming pure gas free jets 

This work began just after the first mention of background gas penetration 

into portions of a vt .y rarefied free jet (mean free path comparable to jet size) that 

Fenn and Anderson (1966) deduced from molecular beam mesurements. A first direct 

observation of the invasion effect was made at Sac lay even when the jet Knudsen num

ber was considerably less than unity. These experiments were performed in order to try 

to understand the working of a new nozzle beam generator (Campargue, 1963, 1964, 

1966). The more surprising result obtained for pyre oases was the finding, under cer

tain conditions, of measured values higher than theoretically expected in the total 

flux through the skimmer (Campargue, 1969 a) . In the results presented in Fig. 3, 

for C O , free jets, the measured skimmer flow rates N are always higher than the 

theoretical ones ( N t ) . , . . The calculations were made for an isentropic expansion, 

in a streamtube subtended by the skimmer orifice, by using the effective values 

D ef f = ° * 9 5 D ' d u e t o C d — 0 , 9 / a n d y ff = 1.4 , due to vibrational free
zing In C O - (see Campargue, 1969 a or 1970). The difference N - ( N c ) _. . 

* s » rh, is 

is negligible at small distance X $ from the nozzle and becomes appreciable upstream 

of the Mac h disk. After continuously increasing, even when the skimmer aperture passes 

through the location of the normal shock ( X $ • X . . ) , this excess flux becomes very 
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large in the subsonic region 

(X > X M ) and presents small 

variations of an oscillating nature. 

An interpretation of 

these findings was found in the 

observation that if a gas different 

from the expanding gas is introdu

ced into the nozzle chamber, out

side the shock barrel (Fig. 4 ) , this 

additional gas wi l l invade the free 

jet and pass through the skimmer. 

This effect may also occur for the 

background molecules originally 

coming from the je t . Thus the di f fe-

rence N . - ( N . ) _ , . appears to be 
s s Th, is 

due to "pumping" of the background 

gas by the free jet . It is important to 

notice in F ig. 3 that this aspiration 

is weak but present even at small 

nozzle-skimmer distances for which 

the norma I shock is expected to be 

attached to the skimmer edge. In 

other words, the core port'on of the 

free jet can be affected by an invasion of the background gas occurring through the 

shock wave structure. This effect does not attenuate the total flux through the skim

mer but always increases i t , the expanding gas acting as a carrier for the invading 

background molecules. Obviously, this phenomenon appears as a disturbance of the 

perfectly directed free jet molecules, which must be avoided in .nozzle beam gene

ration. Thus the results on background penetration into the structure of a free j e t , 

are of interest not only for the Jet Membrane, but also for the nozzle beam technique. 

0 5 K) 15 
NOZZLE SKIMMER DISTANCE (Xsmm) 

F ig . 3 - Comparison of measured and theo-
reticaTmolecule flow rates through the 
skimmer. 
(Taken from Campargue (1969 a ) , original 
figure number 2 ) . 
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Effectively, a new way of improving thi» method has been found during these investi

gations (Campargue, 1968, 1°70 b ; Campargue e t a l . , 1971, 1974, 1975). AIthough 

the high improvement achieved is attainable thanks to an uninteresting aspect of the 

Jet Membrane (elimination of the background invasion) the main results on nozzle 

beams will be mentioned in this section, because they may be of great interest for 

other separation processes involving jets and/or beams, presented in other V K I 

lectures by Gspann and Jetter. 

B - Investigations on background invasion by using an additional pure gas 

1 - Experimental set-up 

• » 
The above mentioned deviationsN - (N ) ., . resulting from the background 

s s th, is 

gas penetration into the structure of a free jet, were investigated at Sac lay with the 

experimental set-up previously described (Campargue, 1967 b, 1970), shown in Fig. 4 . 

With this system working with CO« (jet gas) and an additional background gas ( N . , 

rL , Ar . . . ), it was easy to measure the total and partial skimmer flow rates and 

the composition of the mixture passing into the second chamber, by using (eventually) 

a liquid nitrogen trap, a Mac Leod gauge and a mass spectrometer. A convenient 

value for the pressure of the gas samples, was obtained by means of a miniature mer

cury diffusion pump d. and eventually a TOpler pump. In these experiments, gas mixture 

samples were collected and fed to the mass spectrometer with a system which might con

ceivably be able to introduce small separation effects. The discrimination due to the 

diffusion pumps d- and d. was avoided by collecting all the gas mixture during a given 

time. Other difficulties might result from preferential cryotrapping or again occur during 

the introduction of the gas into the mass spectrometer. In order to establish the validity 

of the quantitative measurements, the sampling and analysis method was checked with 

known mixtures. During these tests, which were always performed with the carrier gas 

passing through the skimmer, the known mixture was introduced directly into the second 

chamber (upstream of the diffusion pump d.) instead of into the nozzle chamber. In no 

case considered here has any enrichment due to passa g* through the sampling and ana

lysis system been detected, within the limits of experimental errors. This shows that 
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ADDITIONAL 
GAS(N 2 .H 2 . . . ) 

MAC LEOD 

TO MASS 
SPECTROMETER 

TOPLER 

MECHANICAL PUMPS 

LIQUID NITROGEN TRAP 

Fig. 4 - Experimental set-up used at Sac lay for investigations on background 
invasion and,background invasion separation . 
(Taken from Campargue (1970 a ) , original figure number 3). 

the secondary separation effects mentioned above wf re absent or negligible for all 

the experiments reported in this paper. 

The experimental flow rate curves for hydrogen and nitrogen molecules 

'evading COg free jets, have been published (Campargue, 1970 ; Campargue cnci 

Breton, 1971) and recently explained by a Monte-Carlo analysis (Rosengard, 1974) 

All the experimental investigations were made with the device shown in Fig. 4 , 
XL 

working with the same nozzle and skimmer diameters (D ^ = 0.47 mm and 
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D =0.33 mm, respectively) and the same general conditions. The gas jet was expanded 

from a stagnation pressure P to a nozzle chamber pressure P û£ 10 Terr. The 

introduction of the additional gas, outside the shock barrel, increased the background 

pressure up to P\ 2 P„ Ct 2 P. , this valus determining the Mach disk location 

given by the relation : 

X M P o 1 / 2 

M = 0.67 ( - ^ — ) ( 7 ) 
D * f 3 c o 

the effective value D , , of the nozzle diameter having been used in a few cases, 
eff 

A pressure P_ ^ P' was maintained in the post skimmer region (second chamber) 

for cenvenient skimming operation. The vaiuss of the above defined pressures (P , 

P, , P', S P„ ) a n d geometrical parameters (D , D ) used to obtain the experimen-
• ' B a > • 0 * # 

tal and theoretical variations of N $ or N $ / ( N f ) ., . versus X $ / D or 
X / D „ , are indicated in the following figures showing a few examples of typical 

results. 

2 - Experiments at co"»fa"/Jj° ĵy.TJ&J>Jg,Ç^»i£P. P = 62 Torr °gd_different_ 

values of the background pressure P' s£ 2 P. 

The three flow rate curves presented in Fig. 5 were obtained with the same 

value of the nozzle stagnation piessure (P = 62 Torr) as in Fig. 1 , and three diffe

rent background pressures P 1. si 2 P. .The measured fluxes ( N $ ) N for the 

nitrogen molecules carried through the skimmer by the CCU free jet, appear to be in 

good agreement with the theoretical ones recently calculated by the Monte-Carlo 

method (Rosengord, 1974). However adequation is less good near the nozzle exit 

(where a residuai flow rate theoretically unexpected, was measured) and of couise, 

downstream of the Mach disk (where the theoretical flux cannot be calculated). This 

Monte-Carlo method is based on the interaction between the perfectly directed free 

jet molecules inside the shock wave structure and the background molecules. The 

knowledge of the exact shape of the shock barrel is required, mainly when the back-
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i—r 
ground pressure is relatively high. The 

increase of (N . ) K 1 with X . is expbi-
s N2 s 

ned by a best probability, 'or the back

ground molecules, to reach the jet axis 

and afterwards pass through the skimmer, 

when the density in the jet decreases. 

From the results of Fig . 5, 

the invasion f low rate (N ) . . , for a 

given nozzle-jet-skimmer system, de

creases with the background pressure 

P' ££ 2 P. , as expected. This possi

bility of minimizing the background 

disturbance of the free jet, has been 

used by nearly all the people in nozzle 

beam generation, where the ambient gas 

density is generally reduced as much as 

possible. In spite of the very high pum

ping speeds available by means of large 

diffusion pumps or cryopumps working in 

the ronge of 10~3 to 10~5 Torr, this con

ventional way does not allow a complete figure number 3). 

elimination of the interaction of the 

expanding gas with its background. Fortunately the following curves show an alternative 

found and used by Campargue (1968, 1970, 1971, 1974, 1975) leading to molecular 

beams of extremely high performance. 

MACHOISK 
LOCATION 

CAMPARGUE S 
EXPERIMENTS 

THEORETICAL POINTS 
P,«2P,: 

tofr — t — 
025» torr — i — 
0.12» lorr - - o — 

X X X X . X 
* 6 • 10 12 U 16 

NOZZLE SKIMMER DISTANCE X , / 0 * 
20 

Fig. 5 - Experimental and theoretical curves 
at constant stagnation pressure P 0 = 62 Torr 
and different • values of P'j s£.l Pj . 
(Taken from Rosengard (1974), original 

3 - i^I?fP^^l°t-yi^nfJ ?il tE!^l0£i!^^S J. Jf J.SL\ JPJ^jffif6!?-"! S&Sh'll Ef-i?."1!6*, 

The invasion of the free jet by background molecules is also reduced by 

increasing the nozzle stagnation pressure P , i .e. the density within the jet when 
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the background pressure is kept constant and even when the latter is simultaneously 

increasing (Campargue and Breton, 1971). In an important series of experiments 

(Fig. 6) , the pumping rate in the nozzle chamber (4 , A/P D / P_ / \ , X. . 
1 O D CO M 

fora given gas) was approximately constant, as indicated by the nearly fixed location 

of the Mich disk. In these condi
tions, the three flow rate curves 

were obtained ot nearly constant 

expansion ratio and the differences 

in the experimental parameters used 

exist only in the absolute values of 

the pressures, each level P , P 

and P'. varying as the numbers 1 , 

2, 4. From these measurements, it 

appears quite convincingly that the 

ratio N / ( N . K , . decreases s ' s' th,is 
when the a bo lute pressures are rising. 

Such experiments easily enable one to 

define experimental conditions where 

the background invasion becomes com

pletely avoided at least whithin the 

streamtube located upstream of the 

Mac h disk and subtended by the 

skimmer orifice. In other words the 

extracted core portion of the free jet 

is then a real :izone of silence" 

«H, )M, 

os

as 

eu 

03 

0 2 -

0 1 -

1 r 
0 * » 0.47mm 
D, s 0.63mm 

JET GAS : CO» 
ADDITIONAL GAS = N, 

P. = 31 torr 
P, « 7.KxKT tort 
P,' . l.ttxKT' torr 

Pi «LMxIO-'tort 
PJJKxIO-'torr 

MACH DISK 
LOCATION 

P 0 .12* torr 
P, '332x10"' torr j 
f? •16x10''torr 

X) 
NOZZLE SKIMMER DISTANCE X , / D * 

20 

(Sherman, 1965) unaffected by the 

presence of the backgroundgas and 

equivalent to the central core of a 

free jet expanding into a perfect vacuum. 

Fig. 6 - The invasion flow rate decreases when 
the absolute pressures increase at constant ex-
pans ton ratio P©/ P'l • 
(Taken from Campurgue and Breton (1971), 
original figure number 3) . 
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4 - New principle in nozzle beam method resulting f̂rom an uninteresting aspect 

of the Jet Membrane 

The possibility of meaningful skimming in a "zone of silence" has offered a 

new way of improving the nozzle beam technique, in spite of difficulties and limitations 

resulting from skimmer jet interaction occurring at the relatively high pressure used 

(P ^ 10~ Torr). Practically, all the molecular beam generators already construc

ted at Sac lay, including the first "mini-beam generator- (Campargue, 1963, 1964, 

1966), are based on this original conception and have been found to work property, 

if the design of the nozzle-skimmer system is carefully optimised. In addition to the 

elimination of the background disturbance, this solution allows one to operate at 

very high values of P D * able to produce very high terminal Mac h numbers 

( 'tKyS 200). This is possible even with pumps of modest size, due to the relatively 

high value of the background pressure acceptable in the nozzle chamber (0 .1^fP R ^T 

1 Torr). Effectively, extremely high performance was recently achieved : 

intensities from 10 to 10 mol.ster .s , energies from 10 to about 40 eV 

(by using the seeded beam technique and varying the nozzle stagnation temperature 

T in the range of 80 to 3 000 K) and extremely narrow velocity spreods (1 % or speed 

ratio %// Q£ 200, as shown in Fig. 7 for helium beams). Furthermore the results are in 

agreement with theoretical predictions and even with the recent quantum theory by 

Miller et a l . (1974) and Toennies and Winkelmann (1975). In conclusion, the nozzle 

beam source based on the principle discovered at Sac lay (Campargue, 1968, 1970 b ; 

Campargueand Breton, 1971) is able to exploit quantum effects (at least in helium 

free jets) and behave as a new monochromotor (Camporgue and Lebehot, 1974 ; 

Campargue et a l . , 1975 a) . It seems now that the exceptional beam performance 
-4 achieved is not attainable with low nozzle chamber pressure, (P. ~ 10 Torr), even 

with the highest pumpinn speeds available at present. This appears clearly in Fig. 7 

showing the equivalent pumping speed {/6. «v» 10 l.s" ) which would be required 

to maintain P- ~ 10 Torr by means of a diffusion pump able to give similar per-

forma nee, with the same nozzle skimmer system (D = 53 jJ ) . 
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These results, which are of 

great interest for the nozzle beams, 

are not very promising for the appli

cations of the Jet Membrane to gas 

and isotope separation, due to the 

reduction and even the elimination 

of the invasion flow rate when the 

gas density rises. Although these 

experimental data are not completely 

in the subject of thb paper, they are 

reported tor the following reasons : 

a) The elimination of the 

background invasion has shown a 

limitation for the Jet Membrane, 

which can be moved towards the 

high pressures, by reducing the size 

of the nozzle-jet-skimmer system 

(see the V KI Lecture on Jet Mem

brane by Muntz). 

Equivalent pumping spMd 4 ' "I W 1 Torr lor 0"«53p 
«rVjo* wo! io* is-1 

HELIUM 
0Fl(X0S3inm 
C^<05mm 

V293K 

— classical Ihtory (MILLER tt at.,!969) 
quantum thtcn (MILLER «tal.,19» 

TOENN£Sflat.,IS75)-
J L I 

200 
_L _L 

t 
10 
no 

R D"ITorricm) 
too 

Fig. 7 - Extremely low transbtional tempera
ture T / / obtained in He free jets, due to an 
exploitation of quantum effects. 
(Taken from Campargue et a l . (1975 a), 
original figure number 4) . 

b) The high performance 

achieved for the nozzle beams could be extremely useful in other separation processes 

involving highly rarefied jets and/or beams. For instance, in the Expansion Induced 

Separation and the Crossed Jet Methods (see the VK I Lectures by Gspann) , impor

tant improvements (for operation and equipment costs) could result from the limitation 
-3 -5 of the expansion into the nozzle chamber (0.25 to 0.5 Torr instead of 10 to 10 

Torr) and the extremely narrow velocity spreads which are now attainable (1 % ) . 

_2 
:) The very low températures achieved in helium free jets ( T / / ^ 2 . 1 0 K, 
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used at the University of Chicago (Wharton, 1975 ; Smalley e t a l . , 1975) to obtain 

in the gas phase witiout condensation, ulrrocold polyatomic molecules ( N O ? , L , 

tetrazine). These molecules were seeded in helium free jets produced according to 

the principle developed at Sac lay, and observed by laser induced fluorescence. Due 

mainly to the substantial reduction of the rotational structure (0.5 K ^ T .^T0.8 K), 

this new method already called "molecular-jet-spectroscopy" allows a remarkable 

simplification of the absorption spectra of complicated molecules. Furthermore, the 

great selectivity of excitation attainable by this technique, may augment the potential 

of baser Methods in Isotope Separation (see the V KI Lecture by Jetter). 

5 - Influence of the moss of the background molecules on the invasion flow rotes 

In these experiments, a 

C O . free {et was produced exactly 

in the same conditions as in Fig. 3, 

i .e. D*= 0.47 mm, D * f f = 0.95 D* 

at the stagnation pressure P - 62 Torr. 

Thus, the theoretical curve of Fig. 8 is 

directly derived from the values of 

(N.) %' th,is 
in Fig. 3, increased by a 

factor of ( 0 . 8 3 / 0 . 4 2 ) , in order to 

take into account the different skim-

tr.ir diameters used. The invasion flow 

rates were successively measured for 

hydrogen and nitrogen introduced in 

separate experiments performed exactly 

with the same absolute pressures, the 

conditions previously employed 

(P'. 2 * 2 P.) ond the experimental set

up described above (Fig. 4) . In the 

region upstream of the Mac h disk, the 

ratio of background molecule (H« or N*) 

10 20 30 (0 
NOZZLE SKIMMER DISTANCE X , / o " 

Fig. 8 - The invasion flow rate decreases when 
the background molecules become heavier. 
(Taken from Campargue (1970a), original 
figure number 2). 
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flow rate to jet flow rate is approximately : (N ) u M / (N ) ., . , according • s tl« or IN« s tn # is 
to the results of Fig. 3. 

A comparison between (N ) N and (N ) H in Fig. 8 shows an important 

"shift" between the two experimental curves. It appears likely that this "shift" could 

produce a marked separation effect if a mixture of the two gases N . and H~ were to 

be aspirated through the free jet structure. From these "shifted" curves, it seems that 

the separation efficiency might first increase with the nozzle-skimmer distance up to 

a very high maximum ; the ratio (N ) „ / (N ) N would then decrease approaching 

roughly the square root of the mass ratio, i .e . / 2 8 / 2 2£ 3.7 . In the follo

wing part of this paper, some results are given for gas and isotope mixtures directly 

undergoing this "invasion induced separation" : it will be shown that the experiments 

confirm the above predictions. 

C - Investigations on background invasion separation by using gas or isotopic 

mixtures 

Campargue (1967 a, 1969 b, 1970) mode the earliest observations and 

investigations of background penetration separation which he called "invasion sepa

ration" . He proposed this effect as the basis for a new gas or isotope separation process 

(Campargue, 1767 a) , The method described involves the use of supersonic gas jets. 

It may be employed as a general separation method, and is applicable to the separa

tion of uranium isotopes. An auxiliary gas jet (separating gas) is produced in an 

atmosphere of the process gas to be enriched (Fig. 9). The jet comprises a supersonic 

central core, in which molecules of the lighter constituent become concentrated, 

bounded by the shock region. The gaseous mixture flows around the jet and an enriched 

fraction is withdrawn from the central core, by skimming the free jet. Extraction is 

carried out from upstream to downstream of the leading face of the shock region. The 

separating gas is preferably chosen so that it can be readily separated from the mixture 

(for instance by condensation), although it can be of the same nature as the mixture 

as In Fig. 1 . 
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GAS 
MIXTURE 

PENETRATION OF BACKGROUND GAS 
INTO THE JET 

r-BARREL SHOCK WAVE 

i-Lr1 

SEPARATING 
GAS 

p 2< p i 

•EXTRACTION 
PROBE 

îh^Hf 
; 1 PI IMP*; ' t i 

MIXING ZONE BETWEEN JET 
GAS AND BACKGROUND GAS' £ PUMPS 

Heavy Fraction Light Fraction 

Fig. 9 - Experimental configuration of Campargue's background 'nvasion 
sepration experiments, or downstream sampling configuration (D.S.C.) 
{et membrane. 
(Taken from Campargue and co-authors (1975 b), original figure number 3). 

By using the subscripts 0 (feed gas mixture), 1 (heavy or unextracted 

fraction) and 2 (light or extrated fraction), the separation factor already defined 

by the relation (1) can be rewritten : 

© < = 
f„ 

l - f f l 

/ 
f. 1 

1-f. # * A. 
i - f„ 

f 
/ • i - f (8) 

under experimental conditions used where f . *fj£ f results from the smallness of 
-2 ° 

the cut (e f 10 ) . The values of the above defined pressures (P , P. , P.a P B ) 
j . O I 1 D OB 

and diameters D and D (skimmer) used to obtain the experimental variation of «X 

(or £ ) versus X / D , the nozzle skimmer distance, are Indicated in the follo

wing figures. 
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Campargue (1967a, 1969 b, 1970) measured high elemental separation 
36/40 effects for binary gas mixtures (He/Ar , H~/N 9 ) and isotopic mixtures ( Ar , 

32/34 ' SF,). The results have been presented and discussed in detail in the Jour no I of 6 
Chemical Physics (Campargue, 1970). Rosengard (1974) presented an "ad hoc" Monte-

Carlo analyse of separation induced by the invasion phenomenon. This solution appears 

to explain the experimental data and the high separation factors ( o(/o< , . „ =55) 

achieved by Campargue (1970) for the H e / A r mixture (Fig. 10). This analysis takes 

into account the residual diffusion flow rate occurring at small nozzle skimmer distance 

X / D , in addition to the invasion flow rate calculated by the Monte-Carlo method. 

The maximum of the experimental curve (Fig. 10) corresponds to an enrichment chan

ging the mole fraction from f =0 .10 to f- = 0.95. In other words it is obtained : 

S / £ ~ 80 
max' gas. diff. 

2 O 0 T 

—CAMPARGUE'S 
EXPERIMENTS 

ROSENGARO-S 
CALCULATIONS 

r/> 0,47mm 
D,*0b83mm 
P es62Torr 
R,aO.»1Torr 
P{»PBrfQ.23Torr 
MACH DISK 
LOCATION, \7 

£ gat diff (3.16) 

SEPARATING GAS<C02 

D* «0.<7mm 

D ( « 0.83mm 

P 0 «62lorr 

P, •UlxXr'torr 

f>' « 2.33xlO4 ton 

to 11 

K/0* 
10 20 30 40 

NOZZLE SKIMMER DISTANCE X t / 0 * 

Fig. 1 0 - Experimental and theoretical Fig. 11 - Separation of argon isotopes 
He-Ar separation with a CC»2 free jet with a CC*2 free jet. 
(D.S.C. jet membrane). (Taken from Campargue (1969 b), original 
(Taken from Rosengard (1974), original figure number 3). 
figure numbed). 
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The optimal conditions also appear in a narrow range for the natural mix

ture of argon isotopes ( Ar) separated with a CO. free jet. From the results 

presented in Fig. 11, it » found : 

£ / C ..„ ~ 2.6 
max ' gas. diff. 

These results obtained for argon isotopes, were confirmed with SF. used 

as a separating gas. Nevertheless the maximum of the experimental curve presented 

in Fig. 12, does not appear in the studied X / D range, although 6. / £ .... 

= 3.15 was measured. This seems to indicate an improvement due to the use of a 
32/34 heavy separating gas (SF.). However, it was possible to enrich the ' SF, isotcpic 

mixture by using N- , i.e. a rehtively light auxiliary gas (Campnrgue, 1970, or 

Separating gas:SF> 
D*=0.47mm 
D,*: 0.83mm 
P 0 =24Torr 
P, «0.0485 Torr 
R'5^,0.111 Tore 

Machdisk 
location 

0.054 

10 20 30 40 
Nozzle skimmer distance x»/D* 

tow 

1008 

£l006> 

1.004-

8 
1.002 

\sm. 

*9»» dm. «W068 

SEPARATING GAS : N, 

u* « 0.£7mm 
0% * 0.83mm 
P 0 * 62 lor r 
P, * 13x10"'lorr 
P,' *2£xKr'torr 

30 «0 
NOZZLE SKIMMER 0ISTANCE X s / D " 

32/34 
Fig. 12 - Separation of argon isotopes Fig. 13- Separation of * SF0 isotopic 
with a SF0 free jet. mlxturewith a nitrogen free jet. 
(Token from Campargue and co-authors (Token from Campargue (1970 a), originol 
(1975 b), originol figure number 5). figure number 6). 
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Fig. 13). This example illustrates the possibilit/ of separating molecules having a small 

relative mass difference of about the same magnitude as for the uranium hexafluoride 

molecule UF,, even when the carrier gas (nitrogen) is lighter than the isotopic substance 6 
studied (SF6). 

The maximum of Fig. 13 corresponds to : 

£ / & AZU = 1-5 
max ' gas. diff. 

Other experiments were performed for argon isotopes under différer1 condi-

tions where the orifice diameters D and D and also the size of the CO« free jet 

were larger than the values previously used. This change has simplified investigations 

concerning for instance the influence of the skimmer diameter to jet diameter ratio. 

Thus, it was surprising and interesting to notice (Fig. 14) that an increase of D from 

5 to 15 mm (i.e. nearly up to the jet diameter) was able to improve simultaneously the 

flow rate for the enriched fraction and S , although the maximum of this latter was 

o 

<̂ 20 

.il 

c 5 

< 

Separating gas:COu 
Cf=2mm 
Pe=45Torr 
P, «5X10"1 Torr 
P1'sF2„310*,Torr 

•D|S:15mm 
oD.=5mm 

Mochdsk i 
location - > ! 

> 10 15 20 
Nozzle skimmer distance xjD* 

8 
X 

220-
M 

S 1 5 

*1° i o 

Separating gas:CCu 
' F>*5x10*2Torr 

R'*FL.,10"Torr 
C^=15mm 

MachcSsk 
location -

> 10 15 20 
Nozzle skimmer cSsta tee xt/t>* 

Fig. 14- Influence of jet diet. to skimmer Fig. 15 - Influence &f the expansion ratio 
dta. ratio in the D.S.C. jet membrane. K/fla> 1"'he D.S.C. jet membrane. 
(Token from Comparai* and co-authors (Taken from Campargue and co-author» 
(1975 b), original figure number 6). (1975 b), original figure number 7). 
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not achieved with D = 15 mm. However, this situation is reversed by skimming close 

to or downstream of the Mac h disk (X ^5 * . , ) . As a générale rule, it seems that 

such particular subsonic conditions are not the best ones for the Campargue configu

ration. The maximum separation effect is always achieved by skimming in a supersonic 

flow with an oblique shock wave attached to the skimmer edge. All the disturbances 

due to the Mac h disk or to a bow shock detached in front of the sampling probe, must 

be avoided in the "D.S.C. Jet Membrane". Finally, a convenient £ was kept (Fig. 

15) when the expansion ratio was decreased from 450 to 18, by changing the nozzle 
¥i 2 

diameter at constant P D and P R . This possibility of reducing compression 

work appears even more convincingly in the experiments performed at the University 

of Southern California by using the Muntz- Ha me I configuration which is completely 

unaffected by shock phenomena. 

D - GENERAL CONCLUS IONS FOR THE INVASION SEPARATION 

PROCESS OR JET MEMBRANE 

A comparison between experimental results obtained with the two versions 

of the process (Table I) is taken from the review paper by Campargue and co-authors 

(1975 b). The measurements reported were made for values of the rarefaction para

meter D * V P 0

 P

B œ j defined in the Muntz, Hamel, Maguire theory (1969), which 

are often of the same order of magnitude. In these conditions, the maxima achieved 

for o< (gas mixtures) or 6 (isotopic mixtures) appear to be consistent. Such similarity 

seems to indicate that the D.S.C. and the U.S.C. Jet Membrane are both based on 

the same invasion separation effect. It is also apparent In Table I that the efficiency 

of the two separating devices compared to that of Gaseous Diffusion, decreases when 

the mass ratio decreases. Nevertheless, it is Interesting to find that o( or £ are in 

al l the cases so far examined, noticeably higher than attainable with an ideal gaseous 

diffusion membre ne. Furtiiermore, it Is possible to operate with a cut 6 = 0.5 by using 

for instance a jet vapor associated with a condenser (see the V KI Lecture by Muntz). 

Finally, expansion ratios P / PB so low as 2 or even 1.5, have been found con-
O D CO 

venlent for the Muntz-Hamel configuration. Such a possibility of using a subsonic flow 

has not been tried until now for the other configuration. These already promising results 
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TABLE I 

Comparison of experimental results obtained with the D.S.C. and 

the U.S.C. Jet Membrane 

Je» ' .mbrane 
C .̂ figuration 

Separating 
Gas 

Gas 
Mixture 

Of. max 

C< gas.diff. 

O'Jf P„ V o Boo 

m.torr x cm 

D.S.C. 

(Sac lay) 
co 2 

" 2 / N 2 / v 40 166 D.S.C. 

(Sac lay) 
co 2 

H e / Ar 55 177 

U.S.C. 

(Los Angeles) 
N 2 He / Ne 

18 20 - 200 U.S.C. 

(Los Angeles) 
N 2 He / Ne 

10 560 - 2600 

Isotopic 
Mixture 

£ max 

£ gas.diff. 

U.S.C. 

(Los Angeles) V 2 0 / 2 2 N e 4.6 50 - 230 * 

D.S.C. 

(See lay) 

co 2 36/40^ 

2.6 178 

D.S.C. 

(See lay) 

co 2 36/40^ 
2.85 424 D.S.C. 

(See lay) 
S F 6 

36/40^ 

3.15 7 7 

D.S.C. 

(See lay) 

N 2 
3 2 / 3 4 ^ 

1.5 189 

can be still improved by using a heavy separating gas having a low specific heat ratio 

y in order to reduce the recompression work. 

The ttioin difficulty in decreasing the specific adiabatic energy consumption 

W/Oû U / ! . • • the operation costs, is linked to the ratio of separating {et flow to 
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upflow. It seems that this ratio can become lower with the D.S .C . than the U.S .C. 

Jet Membrane, because the skimming on nearly the total free jet section has been 

found acceptable (Fig. 14). In addition, the problems of pressure drops in small 

upstream withdrawal probes (U.S.C.) are certainly more serious than in downstream 

withdrawal probes (D.S.C.) where the momentum of the jet is available. However, 

the Campargue device has not the advantage of being completely unaffected by shock 

disturbances, as is the Muntz-Hamel device. The efficiency of the latter can be rea

lized from the preliminary compara*} e estimation (see Campargue et a l . , 1975 b) 

and the reported high pressure experiments (P R d£ 50 Terr) performed with a set up 

whose smallest dimensions (0.2 mm) could be still reduced, reasonably by a factor 

of 10. This seems to be promising for decreasing the equipment costs. 

Further experiments are needed to make more precise economical estima

tions of the process. The finding of optimal configurations and of their optimal 

operating conditions would make possible a valuable choice or perhaps i good 

combination of the D.S.C. and U.S.C. Jet Membrane. 
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